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The pervasive presence of mobile personal devices like smart-

hones, tablets, and similar smart devices, together with the mas-

ive use of online social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twit-

er, Google Plus, LinkedIn, etc.) are increasingly creating a cyber-

hysical space where users can interact exploiting and generat-

ng information. Enriched with several sensing capabilities and

etworking interfaces, today’s portable devices are enabling new

ays of communication including Mobile Networking in Proximity

MNP) [1] . This network mode complements the classic scenario

ith Internet coverage by enlarging the range of functionalities

f these devices through short-range communications (e.g., Blue-

ooth, Wi-Fi Direct, etc.). Even with the wide coverage of the Inter-

et, there are still some situations where the traditional network is

verloaded, unavailable, or too expensive. In such situations, when

wo devices are in proximity, they could still share information by

ust exploiting the meeting opportunities and activating an oppor-

unistic hop-by-hop forwarding towards the destination. 

Due to the dynamic and intermittent nature of encounters be-

ween mobile devices, MNP needs to operate under a specific net-

ork paradigm to manage the sparse topologies often created by

hese devices. Specifically, a store-carry-forward mechanism is used,

hich allows mobile nodes to store messages, carry them while

oving, and forward those messages to other suitable nodes (next-

op or destination nodes) when encounter opportunities arise. Re-

ent studies have shown that a social-based logic is the most

romising choice for selecting the intermediate nodes to which

orward a packet during an encounter [2] . The basic idea is that

xploring human behavior, the meeting patterns between mobile

odes can be predicted with a certain accuracy thus maximizing

he chances of delivering a message to its destination. In this view,

ocial-inspired mobile networking research is increasingly under-

ining the benefits and the need of having knowledge of the social

ehavior of users for the MNP-based design. On one hand, the so-

ial behavior of mobile nodes can be extracted from the mobility

f nodes. On the other hand, also online social network interac-

ions may provide information about user’s social behavior [3] . As

uch, the convergence between these two worlds, the physical of-

ine one made by mobile devices and the cyber online one made

y the online social networks is becoming increasingly important,

pening a novel and interesting research field with many challeng-

ng issues. 

The purpose of this special issue is to depict the current state-

f-the-art of the research closely related to mobile and social net-

orking, and in particular, to cyber-physical MNP, by reporting ad-

P  
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389-1286/© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
ances on approaches, methods, and applications addressing the

ew challenges in this field. In response to this highly specific call

or papers, we received 20 manuscripts from all over the world. We

ere pleased to discover that 12 of these papers were very good

andidates for this special issue. As such, after at least two review

ounds, we selected and accepted them. Each of these papers was

arefully reviewed by Guest Editors and at least two experts in

arious fields including opportunistic networks, DTNs, VANETs, IoT,

obile social networks, complex networks, mobile applications,

rowd computing, and security in mobile environments. In the fol-

owing, we will overview the 12 papers included in this special

ssue that reflect the recent advances in cyber-physical MNP. We

rganized them in four research areas: (a) message diffusion and

outing, (b) middleware, (c) mobility modeling and management,

nd (d) trust management. 

essage diffusion and routing 

Due to the intrinsic social-based nature of human encoun-

ers, message dissemination in MNP is usually performed tak-

ng into account the social links between the mobile nodes. In

his way, nodes are able to construct forwarding paths able to

ope with intermittent connections, network partitions and long

elays typical of such environments. Modeling the social behav-

or of a node, however, is extremely challenging due to the

ariability of a user’s personal features. In “Pervasive Forwarding

echanism for Mobile Social Networks”, Machado et al. propose a

essage dissemination scheme for MNP considering external fac-

ors such as temperature and seasonal calendar as environmental

eatures capable of modeling users’ social profiles in terms of pref-

rences and future encounters. The results of a preliminary anal-

sis on real data from weather and human mobility depict social

nteractions and spatial features that change as the thermal condi-

ions vary. As such, the authors propose a cyber-physical socially-

ware message forwarding scheme adaptable to the seasonality of

ersonal preferences. The experiments evaluating this scheme indi-

ate that temperature is an important feature able to improve the

orwarding decision process. 

The analysis of social data, even if on one hand is able to

uide and improve message forwarding, on the other hand re-

eals personal data, thus potentially compromising the privacy of

odes. The paper “4PR: Privacy Preserving Routing in Mobile Delay

olerant Networks” by Miao et al. proposes a Privacy Preserving

robabilistic Prediction-based Routing (4PR) protocol that forwards

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.09.009
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messages taking into account aggregated information about com-

munities instead of individual nodes. Specifically, this scheme ex-

ploits the probability that at least one node in a community will

encounter the destination node by hiding the individual mobil-

ity pattern of a node. The presented theoretical security analyses

together with practical performance evaluations demonstrate that

4PR has routing performance comparable to existing prediction-

based protocols. Additionally, the community information is com-

puted efficiently and independently from the routing protocol. 

In “Characterization and Applications of Temporal Random Walks

on Opportunistic Networks”, Ramiro et al. study the use of Tempo-

ral Random Walks (TRWs) as a simple method to deliver messages

while limiting the number of message replicas usually used to

route messages in MNP environments. TRWs are capable of adapt-

ing themselves to the self-organizing evolution of MNP. Specifi-

cally, a TRW can be seen as the passing of a token among nodes

on spatio-temporal paths. The authors propose to use contacts

as a medium to pass a specific item (the token) gathering mes-

sages, rather than to route packets. First, studying the drop ra-

tio for message forwarding considering finite buffers, the obtained

upper-bound for the drop ratio results in being independent of the

encounter rate. Then, by exploring token-sharing as the routing

mechanism, results demonstrate that the use of TRWs are able to

increase the delivery probability, keeping at most as many copies

of a message as the number of tokens available. Finally, TRWs are

used as a monitoring method for crowdsourcing scenarios, demon-

strating that the characteristic of the intercontact times (ICT) be-

tween nodes can be approximated only by collecting a subset of

global information. 

For the effective design of novel services for MNP, a key chal-

lenging topic is the modeling of the performance of such networks

in terms of contact-based messaging. The paper “Analytical Eval-

uation of the Performance of Contact-Based Messaging Applications”

by Hernández-Orallo et al. analytically models the performance of

mobile opportunistic networks by taking into account aspects such

as the density of people, the dynamics of arrivals and departures

to and from a given location, the message size, and the durations

of contacts. Building the model on Population Processes , which are

commonly used to describe the dynamics of biological populations,

the evaluation performed on this model shows that it is able to

reproduce the dynamics of message diffusion applications. Specif-

ically, as the density of people increases, the effectiveness of the

diffusion of messages is improved. Moreover, when this density is

low, the influence of the arrivals and departures of nodes on dif-

fusion is more relevant. Finally, large message sizes are shown to

reduce the effectiveness of epidemic diffusion. 

In “Situation Awareness and Computational Intelligence in Oppor-

tunistic Networks to Support the Data Transmission of Urban Sensing

Applications” by Rolim et al., the problem of routing through a MNP

approach is considered in an urban environment. Smart cities, in

fact, can be seen as a large-scale cyber-physical system with sen-

sors monitoring both cyber and physical indicators that will be

able to dynamically change the urban environment in order sat-

isfy the users’ needs. To support the data transmission of urban

sensed data, an engine that uses MNP is proposed. It applies sit-

uation awareness and computational intelligence to perform rout-

ing, adaptation, and decision-making procedures. In particular, the

proposed engine is intended to be used within the communica-

tion component of a large-scale architecture called UrboSenti . Sev-

eral simulations carried out within a simulated urban environment

show that this engine has 12% less overhead than other benchmark

routing approaches for MNP scenarios. 

Another interesting aspect of message dissemination in MNP is

the multicast approach for which a source node sends a message

to multiple destinations. The multicast service often occurs in MNP.

For example, in conference scenarios, presentations are delivered
o the attending people for informing them of news. In disaster

cenarios, just to provide another example, alerts on local condi-

ions and hazard levels are usually disseminated to groups of res-

ue workers. In “Efficient Multicast Algorithms in Opportunistic Mo-

ile Social Networks using Community and Social Features” by Chen

t al., to improve multicast efficiency, a multicast algorithm us-

ng dynamic social features and community structure is proposed.

ifferently from most of the existing algorithms using static so-

ial features to capture nodes’ contact behavior, two novel multi-

ast algorithms considering dynamic social features and more re-

ationships among nodes are proposed. The first algorithm, called

ulti-CSDO, involves only destination nodes in community detec-

ion while the second one, called Multi-CSDR, involves both the

estination nodes and the nodes suitable as relays in community

etection. Simulation results using two real-world traces show that

he two multicast algorithms are able to outperform the existing

nes in terms of delivery rate, latency, and number of forwardings.

iddleware 

Applications supporting social networking in proximity are in-

reasingly becoming popular since they are able to create a cyber-

hysical environment augmenting both face-to-face and online in-

eractions. Think, for example, of smartphone applications locat-

ng nearby Facebook friends and incentivizing encounters. Such ap-

lications, however, mainly use Internet connection even if most

f the connections happen locally. In “Padoc: Enabling Social Net-

orking in Proximity”, Holzer et al. present an iOS middleware for

ocial networking in proximity that provides multihop MNP sup-

ort when Internet connection is not available. The paper evalu-

tes several MNP message diffusion strategies offered by Padoc and

resents Heya, a novel colocated classroom interaction system built

n top of Padoc. Heya allows creating chat rooms for writing posts

nd rating them. Tested on a mission with MSF (Médecins Sans

rontières), Heya shows itself to be a first concrete deployment ex-

mple in the field of applications for social MNP. 

In “Cocoon: A Lightweight Opportunistic Networking Middleware

or Community-oriented Smart Mobile Applications” by Turkes et al.,

 lightweight middleware for any kind of mobile platform (e.g.,

ndroid, iOS, Windows Phones) is proposed. Designed above Wi-

i and Bluetooth standards, Cocoon does not require any mod-

fications or configurations of the affiliated wireless interfaces,

acilitating fast and reliable information sharing between any

ind of MNP nodes (e.g. smartphones, smart watches, tablets,

tc.). This community-oriented context-aware middleware supports

wo specialized networking models, a connection-free model for

ighly mobile but low-throughput scenarios, and a connection-

ased model for group communications under high network sta-

ility. Both models exploit opportunistic beacons (i.e. information-

ncoded wireless network identifiers) for switching data between

evices. Studied over a set of real-world experimental network se-

ups, Cocoon shows itself to be a promising MNP service to be

sed for general purpose applications. 

obility modeling and management 

Node mobility is fundamental for MNP: the more people move,

he more the messages spread through the networks. As such, mo-

ility modeling and management are the basis of dissemination

hoices. Mobility modeling in particular, requires accurate knowl-

dge of human behavior. Recent models [4] consider, for example,

oth (online and offline) social and spatial factors. However, the

echniques used to capture such factors, are usually able to capture

ither positions, or contacts, with a limited accuracy. In “SOUK:

patial Observation of hUman Kinetics”, Killijian et al. propose a

ethod to gather positions and orientation of mobile nodes even
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n a crowd, with great accuracy. The developed open-source soft-

are pipeline is able to extract several metrics on movement like

osition and orientation, and social contacts allowing the analysis

f their relationships and with the long-term goal of refining mo-

ility models or deriving new ones. For demonstrating the accuracy

nd the validity of such an approach, the motion of 50 individu-

ls was traced through the SOUK platform and compared against

andom way-point models having the same global characteristics.

esults demonstrate that group- and interaction-based models are

equired to fully exploit the benefits of MNP since human kinetics

annot be accurately predicted by a random way point model. 

As far as mobility management is concerned, in “Multi-criteria

ptimization of Wireless Connectivity over Sparse Networks”, Ojog

t al. propose a machine learning algorithm to improve node con-

ectivity through a smarter Wi-Fi access point choosing heuristic.

pecifically, the algorithm balances signal strength, latency, band-

idth, and, most importantly, the number of friends predicted to

onnect to the respective access point. The results of the simu-

ations on real-world datasets show that the proposed algorithm

ncreases the likelihood of contacts, also distributing social sub-

raphs of users over wireless networks while improving the over-

ll hit rate. Furthermore, the proposed solution is feasible even on

arge sets of nodes and for long time periods. 

rust management 

In MNP, mobile nodes should operate in a cooperative way for

orwarding their messages. However, in the real world, some nodes

ay avoid forwarding messages belonging to other nodes in order

o save their own resources. A trust mechanism is thus needed

n a MNP to deal with node selfishness and more generally, to

void malicious behavior. To this end, the paper “SNVC: Social Net-

orks for Vehicular Certification” by Oliveira et al. focuses on trust

spects in vehicular MNP where humans as well as vehicles con-

ribute information about the traffic and road conditions. This pa-

er proposes social networks as a form of certification mechanism

etween vehicles allowing the system to exchange messages as-

erting the trust and reputation of information sources. Through

ontacts, nodes can establish trust sharing keys to warrant their

dentity and signing certificates. A certificate signed by a friend on

he social network can be validated if the public key of this friend

s available. Moreover, a reputation system is proposed to ensure

eliable information. Evaluating SNVC on real-world traces of ve-

icular mobility, the results show that trusting friends is able to

mprove message exchange and the proposed reputation mecha-

ism well promote reliable nodes. 

Another trust-based scheme is proposed in the paper “Trust-

ased and Social-aware Coalition Formation Game for Multihop Data

ploading in 5G Systems” by Militano et al. Within this work, a

rust-based coalition formation game to model cooperative con-

ent uploading in 5G cellular Device-to-Device (D2D) communi-

ations is proposed. For establishing the trustworthiness of nodes

nd defining node reputations, social-based indicators are used. A

onstrained coalition formation game where nodes are assumed to

e rational self-interested players aiming at maximizing their up-

oading time gain is studied. This coalition formation game consid-

rs both coverage constraints and trust constraints. Exploiting this

tudy, the authors propose a cooperative and opportunistic hop-

y-hop forwarding scheme saving energy and filtering out mali-

ious nodes. Simulations show that the social-based trusted so-

ution guarantees higher gains in content uploading time and in-

reases the number of successful cooperative interactions. 
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